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The Central Eastside of Portland, Oregon is one of most robust, 
innovative and diverse core neighborhoods of any major American 
city. As a historically industrial service district established 140 years 
ago, this unique district has always had an inimitable combination of 
uses, businesses and building stock with an active distribution and 
manufacturing hub interspersed with dynamic commercial 
boulevards of MLK, Grand, Hawthorne and Belmont avenues along 
with old Victoria houses speckled throughout the area, all located 
across some beautiful historical bridges from a burgeoning 
downtown area. The Central Eastside is peppered with a unique and 
eclectic mix of buildings much of which over the last couple of 
decades has been re-purposed to accommodate all sorts of doers, 
makers, thinkers and entrepreneurs looking to harmonize and 
augment the growing energy of a district on the move. It is blend of 
new and old…small 

businesses to large corporations…..residents and entrepreneurs…
retailers and office users…bikes and freight…old school and cutting 
edge…bridges and trolleys…all working together to create one of the 
best places to live, work, grow, play and create. Always a bastion of 
economic resiliency, the Central Eastside has become the job creating 
engine of the city of Portland, which over the last 7 years has added 
2000 new jobs to its already existing 15,000 employees as well as 
over a half billion dollars of new investment from small warehouse 
makeovers to technology hubs to a 22 story mixed use tower.. The 
scale and assortment of businesses and organizations is a paragon 
of diversity and inventiveness encompassing enterprises involved in; 
education, software; music, design; fashion, brewing, distilling, bikes, 
engineering, food/beverage; robotics; music, energy, performing arts, 
home improvement, metals and more. 
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I have worked with Todd on two major moves and transactions. He has been a trusted advisor and knows more about 
commercial real estate in Portland and especially in the close in eastside then anyone I have ever encountered. His ability 
to understand his client’s needs and translate that into a dogged and intelligent pursuit of facility options (both representing 
me as a buyer and as a landlord) is superb. I would highly recommend Todd as a skilled, experienced, and knowledgeable 
commercial real estate professional. 

Michael Koerner/Founder & Owner of Koerner Camera Systems

I love the Central Eastside! I worked at my friend’s family business during high school in the area; bought cool old army surplus stuff at Andy 
and Bax on SE Grand; saw my first concert at the Euphoria Tavern in the Produce Row area; bought fresh world foods at Cornos and ate 
Sunday dinners with my parents at the ground breaking Creole restaurant Digger O’Dells located in a historic Victorian 1890’s Barbur Block 
building on SE Grand.

In my business life in commercial real estate 
I gravitated to this fascinating and potential 
filled neighborhood, selling my first building 
in 1990; an older 3 story paper distribution 
building on SE 3rd to what is now the home 
of artistic tile maker Pratt and Larson. Over 
the ensuring years I have represented a 
wide range of businesses, organizations, 
developers and property owners in making 
the most of their commercial real estate 
properties and space requirements from 
leasing small 2000 sf spaces to orchestrating 
the sale of multiple full city block holdings 
that I assisted in developing into higher 
use and more dense and innovative uses. I 
also have tried to be involved and provide 
valuable input with multiple public efforts to 
promote and incentivize the transformation 
of Central Eastside to a mixed use hub of 
employment, residential living, business 
retention and recruitment and job creation by addressing such crucial issues as: preserving freight movement; developing more flexible land 
use policies; providing increased transit options; implementing better parking management strategies and most recently working diligently on 
the passage of the unique Enhanced Services District to find innovative solutions to our challenges surrounding safety, cleanliness, livability, 
mobility, and business viability. Over this time I have represented tenants, landlords, buyers, developers, investors and sellers in over $70 
million in transactions totally over 1,000,000 sf of land and buildings in the Central Eastside. 

I hope to continue to be a positive part of the unfolding story of this renaissance of one of the most diverse, productive and healthy mixed use 
neighborhoods found in any city in America. 

I am a board member of the Central Eastside Industrial Council (CEIC), an active and successful advocacy group for business and property 
owners and chair of the CEIC land use committee.

“Todd communicates well, really tries to understand the intimate needs of the companies he works with and is very creative at 
coming up with real estate and facility solutions that other brokers would either not consider or know about especially in the 
close in eastside areas. He would be an excellent choice as trusted real estate consultant and broker for any company looking 
to make successful decisions about the very important aspects related to their facilities and real estate.”

Kim Malek, Owner and Founder of Salt and Straw
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CENTRAL EASTSIDE TRANSACTIONS

I assisted the Salvation Army in the 
sale of 200 SE MLK. This 1890’s 
multi-story 30,000 sf property owned 
for over 50 years by the Salvation 
Army as part of one of their addiction 
programs, was sold to vaunted 
historic redeveloper Venerable 
Properties then to a Seattle group 
who redeveloped the property into a 
creative office and retail complex and 
home to outdoor products retailing 
company EVO and offices and 
research for Smith Optics (Sanofilo).

There is no more iconic food brand 
in Portland that represents our 
city’s creative whimsy, food quality 
and imagination then Salt & Straw 
Ice Cream. Now with scoop shops 
up and down the West Coast, Salt 
& Straw has been on a tear so it 
was a pleasure to work with such 
community minded and inventive 
owners to secure them a 28,000 sf 
headquarters and production facility 
in an off market lease in a former 
produce distribution and production 
facility on SE 2nd and Ash. 

I represented premier food and 
agribusiness company, Land 
O’Lakes in the sale of this 60,000 
older warehouse on 2 acres on SE 
8th in the south end of the Central 
Eastside. The buyer has since 
redeveloped the project into a 
creative hub with multiple businesses 
and retailers including a brew-pub.

The Inkster family is a second 
generation owner of multiple 
warehouses in the Central Eastside 
that was looking to improve the 
quality of tenants and attain higher 
market rates in over 24,000 sf of 
smaller spaces in their properties. 
Through a two year long process, 
I worked closely with ownership to 
craft and execute a strategy to both 
obtain higher quality tenants and 
renew existing companies (10 leases 
in total) at increased market rates to 
double cash flow.

Harsch Investment is Portland’s most 
prolific and successful home grown 
commercial real estate investment 
and development company. They 
have been eying the Central 
Eastside for over a decade and I 
was able to connect them with the 
aforementioned Dealers Supply 
properties which they purchased 
and redeveloped. I assisted them in 
smartly redeveloping older industrial 
buildings into beautiful award 
winning spaces for iconic brands 
Steve Smith Tea and House Spirits 
Distillery. They currently are building 
a $40 million 80,000 sf creative office 
complex on one of the  
vacant blocks.

Dealers Supply was a century 
old roofing supply and solutions 
company that had long out 
grown their aging facilities on SE 
Washington/Stark. After interviewing 
multiple brokerages, they selected 
me to help them sell their 3 city block 
complex in the Central Eastside 
and purchase an 8 acre key site in 
Northwest Portland (in a complex 
reverse exchange) where they 
developed a state-of-the-art 120,000 
sf facility. Transactions value was 
over $ 8 million.

Dealers Supply

The Inkster Family

Salt & StrawLand O’LakesSalvation Army

Harsch Investment

“Todd DeNeffe is a deal maker and a winner. I have over 20 properties in Oregon and over the last 10 years Todd was 
critical in helping me with this latest transaction with a very difficult buyer (me) and a great but tough seller who was 
going through all the hard decisions related to closing his lifelong business, selling his building of over 40 years and 
arranging for his retirement. I can say that this deal would have failed twice had it not been for Todd to keep it glued 
together. Nuances like the seller leaseback, seller financing, and buyers exchange were all aided by DeNeffe’s expertise. 
Also it was tough for me being a CAL and Stanford backer working with Todd and the Seller who were both Ducks but 
we go over that to make it a success deal for everyone thanks to Todd!” Mike Tevis of Intrinsic Development
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CENTRAL EASTSIDE TRANSACTIONS
continued...

Gilbertson Machine has been around 
for over 50 years in a 1930’s 10,000 
sf warehouse at SE 7th and Yamhill. 
I represented the long term owner 
in sale in which there were three 
competing offers to accomplish a 
sale at $2,350,000.

The second transaction I 
accomplished on behalf of The 
Salvation Army was a key site near 
the Burnside Bridge and entailed 
two sites of 45,000 sf on MLK which 
were sold to the largest affordable 
housing development organization 
on the West Coast; Bridge Housing. 

Koerner Camera has become 
the largest film and video rental 
operation in the Northwest. After a 
two year search with tight locational 
parameters, I was able to broker the 
sale of HQ facility for Koerner at a 
flex industrial building located south 
of SE Division Street.

I have known Bruce Schneider the 
owner of long time towing company 
Newhouse Hutchins for over 8 
years.  He would often call me when 
receiving my newsletter about the 
Central Eastside asking about values 
and more importantly what the new 
Comprehensive Plan change that took 
6 years of planning to accomplish and 
was adopted last summer and what 
it meant for his property. Bruce who 
wears his Duck colors proudly and 
rightly so as he was star lineman for 
them in the 60’s, knew he wanted to 
hit more golf balls in a warm climate 
than continuing battling in the rough 
and tumble towing business.  So 
when a deal to buy his key property 
on SE Woodward near Powell blew 
up last spring, he called on me to 
help him put together a sale to long 
time developer in the south end of 
the Central Eastside (Ford Building 
and more); Mike Tevis of Trinsic 
Development. Mike is one of the 
toughest negotiators around and I 
knew bringing these two football guys 
(Tevis was John Elway’s center at 
Stanford) together was going to be a 
gladiator sport. We got it done putting 
together a short term contract sale at 
a price Bruce could live with and Mike 
got flexibility and time to do has very 
standard economical renovation of the 
property for future tenants in a cool 
old vintage industrial building but more 
importantly on over an acre of land.

After closing on the 3 block Dealers 
Supply properties, Harsch was 
able to expand their holdings and 
development palette with the $8 
million purchase of an adjacent 
classic poured in place 75,000 
sf warehouse from the 1930’s 
located on SE Stark Street. This 
stout building is primed for a 
redevelopment into over 50,000 sf  
of industrial office space.

“Todd successfully worked with our family on numerous lease transactions on 
buildings we own in the close in eastside to accomplish our objectives. After 
much hard work, creativity and patience, we are much more profitable and have 
higher quality tenants.  He has done an exceptional job with both re-tenanting 
our buildings and renewing our tenants at higher market rents and we have been 
delighted with his efforts. Todd has clearly been and continues to be the right 
choice for our family”   
Jim Inkster, Inkster Investments LLC

Newhouse HutchinsKoerner CameraGilbertson Machine

Harsch Investment
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